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National Sport Committee Agenda 
 
Date:   25 January 2014   
 
Time:   7.00pm         
 
Venue:  Whangamata Surf Life Saving Club Annex and 

Teleconference (Ph: 0800 115 763, PIN: 895 163) 
 
Attendees:  Matt Sutton (MS)  Chair, Appointed 
   Kurt Wilson (KW)  Eastern Representative 
   Jonelle Quane (JQ)  Appointed 
   Dave Shanks (DS)  Northern Representative 
   Joel Davies (JD)  Southern Representative 
   Warwick Bell (WB)  Board Representative 

Nick Gutzewitz (NG)  Acting SLSNZ Sport Manager  
 
Teleconference: Brad O’Leary (BO)  Central Representative 
 
Apologies:  Walter Maxwell  Appointed 
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1. High Performance Update 

Scott Bartlett attended to provide an update on the planning for the NZ team.   
 
The management team held a planning session the day prior to the NSC meeting.  The 
management team that everything is progressing to plan towards Rescue 2014.  The team 
is tracking just over budget but has had promising conversations with a private funder that 
would bring everything back on track and provide additional funds to help the team prepare.  
Mark completed a pre-event site visit to Montpellier a couple of months ago which was 
good to establish locations of events and logistical planning.  The main issues for the team 
this year will be access to certain athletes who will also be focusing on Commonwealth 
Games and Pan Pacific Championships 
 
German Cup results were very good.  A team of six was taken and had the best two 
females, best male and fourth best male. 
 
KW and JQ provided an update on the Development Programme.  There are currently 23 
athletes aged between 15-23 years in the programme.  Because of the age group change 
from U20 to U18 the eligible athletes for the age grade team have dropped from 20 to 6.  
There is a risk that some of these athletes will leave the sport as the major goal they’ve 
been aiming for has been taken away from them.  This is a risk to the succession planning 
for the open team too. 
 
The team that went to Japan performed really well.   
 
IPPs have been completed by 16 of the athletes in the Development Programme.  The 
other athletes are not engaged and it is difficult to make them complete these with no 
financial incentives. 
 
Resolution 
NSC will work with NG and incoming Sport Manager to look at options and a potential 
business case for having three squads (U18, Development, Open) that may provide a 
pathway link and keep athletes in the sport. 
 

2. Confirmation of the minutes 

Minutes from the meeting on 19 November 2013 were accepted. 
 

3. Planning and prioritising work plan 

Plan has been updated and is attached. 
 

4. Ironman/Ironwoman Exhibition Series 

NG provided an update.  This exhibition series will occur during Oceans 2014 and is 
designed to showcase the sport and inspire the young athletes and their supporters.  There 
are 24 male and 18 female athletes invited.  They include those in the high performance 
programme, representatives from all regions, emerging talent and some international 
athletes who are currently based in New Zealand.  The athletes were chosen using the 
above criteria and the New Zealand selectors provided input. 

 

5. Online Coaching Resources 

BO lead this discussion.  Is it feasible to create an online coaching toolbox for surf life 
saving coaches and put this on the SLSNZ website?  The goal of this would be to create a 
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library of online resources that would help coaches in all aspects to provide different ideas 
and showcase best practice. 
 
Canterbury created a number of videos with specialist coaches a few years ago and this 
may be a good starting point.  Mike Lord lead this process. 
 
Resolution 
JQ and BO to look into this and see if the Canterbury resources are still available and if 
these could be used as a starting point and also identify people that could help created 
these resources. 
 

6. Effectiveness of the current coaching framework 

BO lead this discussion.  Is the current framework effective in delivering more quality surf 
coaches around the country? 
 
There are some issues around coaching such as a pathway for coaches, delivery of 
coaching courses and smaller clubs struggling to get qualified coaches. 
 
Resolution 
BO to see if there is any information available to look at who has completed coaching 
courses, how many of these people are currently coaching and how many people are 
coaching that are not qualified.  BO will contact the regions to see if they have this 
information and if it can be sourced it will provide a good benchmark to start with. 

7. IRB Racing 

BO lead a discussion on the state of IRB racing in New Zealand.  The numbers have 
decreased or stagnated over the past few seasons, there are limited racing opportunities 
and no real pathway.  NZ also races under different rules than the ILS and other countries. 
 
Resolution 
This should be passed to the IRB Advisory Group for consideration. 

 

8. South Island travel subsidy 

JD requested that NSC consider extending the current South Island travel subsidy to 
include Oceans U14 National Championship events. 
 
Resolution 
This would not be financially sustainable.  There should not be any change to the South 
Island travel subsidy to include Oceans U14 events. 
 

9. Pool Nationals 

Pool Nationals are currently scheduled for 29-31 August 2014 at West Wave Pool in 
Auckland.  Swimming NZ has two national championships on around that time.  The first is 
the Secondary School Championships from 30 August – 1 September and the second is 
the Short Course National Championships from 2 – 6 September.  Should the date of Pool 
Nationals be moved again?  The only other options would be: 

a. Move date to 5 – 7 September, West Wave, Auckland.  This clashes with the 
Swimming NZ short course champs. 

b. Labour weekend – West Wave, Auckland.  
c. 3 – 5 October, Wellington Regional Aquatic Centre. 
d. 3 – 5 October, Waterworld, Hamilton. 
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Resolution 
The date will remain the same for a number of reasons: 

i. Pool Nationals was created as a winter event for athletes outside the busy 
summer season with beach events. 

ii.  People may have already booked travel and accommodation for these 
dates and venue. 

iii. It provides the New Zealand team with an event before Rescue 2014 and it 
will be good to have the high performance athletes there. 

 

10. Scrutineering at events 

NG received an email suggesting there should be scrutineering of craft at all SLSNZ 
National events.  A response was sent saying that it was not feasible to change this for this 
season but could be looked at in the future.  Issues with scrutineering include training, 
equipment and resources required. 
 
No further action required but NG will inform the incoming Sports Manager about this for 
consideration. 
 

11. ILS Update 

Mark Weatherall provided a broad update from the ILS.  Mark will attend the next ILS 
meeting which is scheduled for 16 – 18 May in Leuven, Belgium. 
 

12. NSC and NSC Advisory Group expiry dates 

The expiry dates for NSC, IRB Advisory Group and the Surf Boats Advisory Group are not 
currently aligned.  This can create issues with a lack of continuity and because the rotation 
sometimes puts lots of new members in at once.  The current expiry dates do also not take 
account of the fact that Northern elects their NSC representative at the Northern AGM.  All 
members of the IRB and Surf Boat Advisory Groups are currently past their intended term. 
 
Resolution 
NSC members to seek feedback from their regions and others on a proposal to better align 
the expiry dates of these three groups and whether current terms can be extended to 2015 
and 2016 rather than trying to rush through appointments for 2014 by the end of April.  This 
would allow continuity and the creation of a consistent rotation process. 

 


